
Board

Checkers 0.23                                
                                                                              

Jump on this classic game of checkers. Challenge a friend or compete against the 
computer. Choose from red or black pIeces and select one of six difficulty levels. 
Customize your games by adding or removing any piece you like - even kings! You can 
save any game and continue playing later. 
Children's-> Volume 222/February '96                  
Games-> Volume 222/February '96                            

Connect 4 1.0                                  
                                                                              

You'll connect with this challenging game. Be the first to get four chips in a row by 
dropping them on a playing board. Choose from five board sizes and three difficulty 
levels. Expand the possibilities by attempting to get three, five or six chips in a row 
instead of the classic four. Play against the computer or challenge a friend - even watch 
the computer play itself. 
(Game) 
Children's-> Volume 225/May '96                            
Games-> Volume 225/May '96                                      

Emergo                                                
                                                                              

Learn the challenging game of Emergo with this comprehensive text document. This 
two-player game is played on a hexagonal game board. You must capture all of your 
opponent's pieces by jumping on them. Because captured pieces stay on the board, 
they can be recaptured. Includes complete rules and sample situations. 
Children's-> Volume 224/April '96                        
Education-> Volume 224/April '96                          

Grand Chess & Company                  
                                                                              

Check out these cool chess variants. This document contains rules for Grand Chess, 
HexChad and others. These games are based on classic chess with different rules. 
Includes complete rules, examples and more. 
Education-> Volume 225/May '96                              



MacChess 2.5                                    
                                                                              

Checkmate! 
Check out this beautiful chess program. Challenge a friend or compete against the 
computer. Complete with special features for advanced players.    
* Improve logic skills 
* Track game moves 
* Configure game setup 
(Application by W.A. van Beusekom) 
Children's-> Volume 231/November '96                  
Education-> Volume 231/November '96                    
Games-> Volume 231/November '96                            
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 231/November '96    

Miscellaneous Games                      
                                                                              

This document contains the complete rules for seven challenging board games, 
including King's Colour, Breakthrough, Trackgammon and more. Complete with tips on 
strategy and tactics and full-color diagrams. 
Education-> Volume 226/June '96                            

Nine Men's Morris 3.1                
                                                                              

Play the newest version of this thousand-year-old game. Place pieces on a game board 
to get three in a row. When you do, you get to capture one of your opponent's pieces. 
When you capture them all, you win! There are many variations and you can play 
against the computer or challenge a friend. 
Children's-> Volume 224/April '96                        
Games-> Volume 224/April '96                                  

RChess 2.0                                      
                                                                              

This amazing chess game will put you in check! A sophisticated and aggressive chess 
engine creates some great games. With an intuitive 
interface, this game is fantastic fun.    
Games-> Volume 228/August '96                                



SCS Connect Four 1.0.1                
                                                                              

Four in a row 
Challenge computer opponents to this wild game of connect four. Choose chip styles, 
board dimensions, difficulty level and other game controls. You can even choose from 
several computerized opponents, each with different skills and intelligence ratings. The 
3D-rendered graphics of the game board and opponents are phenomenal!    
* Excellent 3D graphics 
* Play against the computer or a friend 
* Choose opponent's difficulty level    
(Application by Silicon Creek Software) 
Children's-> Volume 227/July '96                          
Games-> Volume 227/July '96                                    
New Member Volume XXI-> Games                                

YA Mancala 1.0.1                          
                                                                              

One of the oldest known board games is now a computer game! Get more beads into 
your home base than your opponent. There are many intricate and subtle rules to this 
challenging game. Choose from several difficulty levels. 
Children's-> Volume 222/February '96                  
Games-> Volume 222/February '96            


